Using a private desktop grid system for accelerating drug discovery
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ABSTRACT

Drug design is a challenging and computationally intensive task. Chemists are often faced with handling huge amounts of data as well as with working with huge amounts of computational resources. This paper shows that using the BOINC system as a private, dedicated desktop grid a community, like the EU CancerGrid chemist community, can easily set up its own high-end infrastructure based on available and inexpensive desktop computers. The CancerGrid Computing System described in the paper can easily be adapted for the needs of other user communities having similar infrastructure requirements.

1. Introduction

In computational sciences, where a large quantity of processing capacity is required the usage of grid technology is a solution for building the infrastructure. Creating a computational grid enables its users to access a large number of machines to perform the required calculation. The algorithms themselves, the resources and the way computations are assigned to the resources should be hidden from the users. For this purpose high-level web-interfaces should be provided for the user to perform the assignment of data and algorithms. One of the scientific areas requiring large amount of computational power is chemoinformatics for drug discovery processes and chemical technology.

There are several alternative ways to build the required large scale computing infrastructure. In the last decade the most popular alternative was the creation of grid systems. Grid technology enables resource sharing across several administrative domains. It requires a strong partnership among the participating institutions and hence it is particularly useful in scientific research. However, it is not popular when companies are involved where competition is more important than collaboration. The other drawback of this technology for companies is the use of complicated middleware (e.g. gLite, Globus, Unicore, etc.) that is difficult to deploy and maintain requiring large and costly human efforts. Grid technology also requires a strong user involvement that is not desired in a field where non-IT specialists like chemists, biologists and medical doctors should use the infrastructure for drug discovery.

An alternative approach called cloud technology has been recently developed and offered for accessing unlimited resources in a commercial setting. This technology fits companies much better for many reasons. They can outsource the creation and maintenance work of the required infrastructure. Moreover, they can always access the required size of infrastructure in a dynamic, on-demand way and pay only as they use it. The user interface is much simpler than in the case of grid systems and high level services can be easily created for the non-IT specialists. However, when academic partners are also involved in a project the usage of commercial clouds is less attractive since the funding mechanism of academic research currently does not support the infrastructure outsourcing approach.

Consortium members of the EU CancerGrid project have developed a third alternative that could be attractive both for companies and academic institutions when they run joint research projects. This approach is based on the local SZDG (SZTAKI Desktop Grid) package that enables the fast and inexpensive creation of a private desktop grid system from the desktop machines of the partner companies and institutions. It also includes a high level web user interface called as WS-PGRADE based on which the necessary science gateway can be quickly constructed and set up for the non-IT specialists. This science gateway makes the whole infrastructure transparent for the end-users in the same
The CancerGrid computing system consists of three main components (as shown in Fig. 1): the private desktop grid system, the molecule database and the science gateway.

The private desktop grid system is used for processing the jobs, molecule database is for storing molecules and science gateway is the user interface for the chemists. These three components are described in more details in the next subsections.

2.1. Private desktop grid system

The private desktop grid system is used to collect desktop or cluster resources from partner institutions and companies. Partners can connect dedicated and non-dedicated resources to the desktop grid server based on the applied SZDG (SZTAKI Desktop Grid) system. Instead of building a volunteer desktop grid system, SZDG uses the BOINC technology to create a private desktop grid system for which only the partner institutions can connect their resources. It has several advantages and drawbacks compared to the public BOINC systems like SETI@home, folding@home, etc.

The main advantage is that the system is more secure than a public BOINC system since only trusted resources are allowed to join. It is very important for the participating companies since their algorithms and data are confidential in many cases and hence they prefer a system that is secure over a system that can collect more resources but it is less secure. Since only trusted resources participate in the CCS the redundant computation used in public BOINC system to detect malicious resources are not needed. The redundant computation wastes a lot of resources and hence the private DG concept results in a much better performing desktop grid system than the public BOINC systems. It also alleviates the need of using the many times complex validation procedure of public BOINC systems. Furthermore, the credit system applied in public BOINC systems becomes needless since the resources are collected from the partners to realize their own scientific objectives and hence they are not interested in collecting credits. Similarly, the fancy project web page and PR activities can also be omitted in such private desktop grid systems as the one used in the CCS.

The obvious drawback of the use of a private (or, often called institutional) DG system is that the number of resources that are collected is much smaller than in the case of a public DG system. An important aspect here is the license of the applied software packages. In drug discovery, most of the software packages are commercial ones and their license fee for large number of volunteer resources could be too high.

Comparing the advantages and drawbacks partners of the CancerGrid project voted for the use of a private DG system. The SZDG (SZTAKI Desktop Grid) package is a variant of BOINC tailored to support the building of this kind of private DG systems and hence the project selected SZDG as the basis of the CCS infrastructure.

SZDG has many extensions compared to BOINC. SZDG extends BOINC in several aspects, like: installation/deployment, application support, security, interfaces. SZDG provides easy-to-deploy software packages, and easy-to-setup project setup facilities. For
application support there are several enhancements, like DC-API for developing master/worker applications, or GenWrapper to support the execution of legacy application. On the security side SZDG enhancements cover the utilisation of X.509 certificates for application trust while the provided virtualisation/sandboxing technology allows the execution of the application on the client resources in a safer way. Regarding the interfaces, different implementations of the DC-API enables the utilisation of other distributed computing infrastructure (DCI) like Condor and a gateway called 3GBridge has been developed to forward jobs between different DCIs, like gLite, BOINC, XtremWeb and to those supporting BES interface. Finally, the SZDG package also contains improved monitoring facilities. In the following paragraphs, we list the SZDG extensions which are actively used in the CCS. Interested readers can find even more details about SZDG in [1].

DC-API: Instead of using BOINC API SZDG users can develop code in a much easier way by using the DC-API (Distributed Computing API). Another advantage of using the DC-API is that it results in a generic master–worker application that can be used by other type of desktop grid systems not only on BOINC. For example, DC-API based applications can run on XtremWeb and Condor DG systems too, without any modification of the code.

GenWrapper: In order to port legacy applications into SZDG, GenWrapper can be used. It minimizes user effort and makes the porting process extremely straightforward.

WS-PGRADE portal and gUSE: Unlike BOINC, SZDG comes together with a high level graphical user interface. It further simplifies the development of SZDG applications for code developer and application execution for end-users. Section 4 gives more details on the WS-PGRADE portal and gUSE and their use for creating a science gateway for the CCS end-users.

3G Bridge: In order to run parameter sweep applications from WS-PGRADE to SZDG, 3G Bridge connects the WS-PGRADE portal with the SZDG server. Details of the use of 3G Bridge are described in [2].

SZDG monitor: provides a graphical interface through which the SZDG system administrator (or in the current case the CCS system administrator) can observe the operational characteristics and workload of the client desktop machines. It also significantly helped in the development of the CCS scheduler.

2.2. Molecule database

Since the main focus of this paper is on the DesktopGrid related solutions and chemistry applications, the internal details of the implementation of the database are out of the scope of this paper. However, an overview of the user interface will be given in the next few paragraphs.

The chemical components which are to be inspected, analysed, visualised or processed by a chemist user are stored in a central database. The goal of the database are to provide a storage system for the users where they can store, manipulate and search their chemical items easily.

The current setup of the database can handle molecular structures, substructures, descriptors. Each of these components is stored in a relational database where various functionalities are provided for the user and also for the grid when inputs are to be delivered to the computing nodes.

All elements of the database are organised into lists (see Fig. 2). The basic data element on which a user can perform different operation is a list. User can create or modify a list into which compounds can be inserted. There are also list operations available like append, merge or subtract. Content of the lists can be manipulated with various operations like delete, move, copy, etc. The database provides searching capabilities as well where the result of a search operation is a new list with the items filtered by the search.

The lists have a "type" property which depends on the purpose of the list the user intends to use it for. To simply store and organise the items a "User list" type is appropriate. When the user would like to prepare a list to be processed by certain algorithms on the Grid, the list with the selected items must be converted appropriately.

All grid-related calculation relates to a certain list. Before launching e.g. descriptor calculation for compounds stored in the database, the items must be organised into a list, should be converted to the appropriate type of list (the type is "list for descriptor calculation" in this case) and pass the list as an input to the selected grid calculation.

The results (e.g. conformers, descriptors) returned by the grid calculation are also uploaded into the database into the same list as was defined as input. The results then can be inspected by
the user through a special user interface of the database, where visualisation of the structures is also integrated. Otherwise, results can be extracted and downloaded onto the user’s machine.

2.3. The CCS science gateway

The private DG system and molecule database described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 would be enough to use the CancerGrid system based on the native user interface of SZDG and the molecule database. However, those interfaces would be too difficult for the target end-users who are not IT specialists rather biologists, chemists and medical doctors. Therefore, we created a science gateway that exposes those functionalities that are needed for the end-users and hide every other infrastructure detail. It facilitates the integrated usage of SZDG and the molecule database, too. The CCS science gateway will be explained in detail in Section 4 because understanding its functionalities requires the knowledge of the CCS applications that are described in Section 3.

3. Workflows and tools for the QSAR/QSPR modelling process

The CCS enables computationally intensive computational chemistry analyses, in particular, QSAR/QSPR. The recent developments in the field of drug discovery have shown an increased application of QSAR models as virtual screening tools to discover biologically active compounds in chemical databases and/or virtual chemical libraries [3]. This section describes the methodology in general, tools integrated with CCS and their combination into workflows to address the main tasks in QSAR/QSPR modelling.

3.1. The QSAR/QSPR modelling process

The QSAR/QSPR model development process is considered well understood by the computational chemistry community. However, in practice it is still a rather complicated task since it requires solid understanding in various scientific disciplines and involves the combined application of multiple software programs [4]. The high-level process flow of QSPR/QSAR modelling is summarized in Fig. 3. It involves cooperation between different software modules such as quantum–chemical calculations, molecular descriptor calculations, and QSAR/QSPR model development [5].

The first step in the QSAR/QSPR model development is the preparation of a relevant data set, which contains a list of chemical structures and associated property or activity values. The molecular modelling step generates the appropriate 3D representation(s) required by all quantum chemical and most molecular descriptor calculation programs [6]. The calculation of the initial 3D coordinates from 2D coordinates or the equivalent connectivity information is performed by using standard bond lengths and hybridisation states of atoms.

The molecular modelling task will optionally involve computationally intensive conformational search combined with molecular mechanics calculations. The need for conformational analysis is dependent on the flexibility of the compounds under study [7]. Most commonly, the lowest energy conformer is used for the QSPR/QSAR analysis.

The semi-empirical or ab initio quantum chemical calculations are needed for the calculation of quantum chemical descriptors [8]. They expect guess molecular structures in 3D representation and require precise optimization of chemical structures in order to provide a correct description of structural characteristics. Some of the calculated characteristics of molecules are used directly as descriptors, while other output data will be used by the descriptor calculation module to calculate additional molecular descriptors. The next step involves the calculation of the molecular descriptors for which both 2D and 3D representations can be directly used. Once the table with the values of dependent (property or activity) and independent (molecular descriptors) variables is prepared, the statistical methods can be applied for the development of the actual mathematical model.

The model development process is usually iterative. A number of QSPR/QSAR models are also generated using several different methods and parameters. The results are compared, analysed and the most predictive models are then selected for future deployment. The main assumption behind the QSPR/QSAR predictions is that the properties of a chemical compound are functions of its chemical structure

\[ \text{properties} = f(\text{structure}). \]

In order to apply QSPR/QSAR methodology, one must have knowledge about the functional relationship \( f \) or know how to approximate it, and a numerical representation of the chemical structure (descriptors).

A variety of statistical structure–property correlation techniques can be used for the analysis of experimental data in combination with the calculated molecular descriptors. The simplest of the functional relationships is the linear equation

\[ y = \sum_i a_i x_i + b \]  

where \( y \) is the predicted property, \( x_i \)'s are the descriptor values and \( a_i \) and \( b \) are adjustable coefficients found by the least-squares method. A rule of thumb is to use at least 5 times as many molecules in model development as independent variables (descriptors) in order to produce reliable results. When linear approximation is not valid, one may turn to nonlinear methods. The most
powerful nonlinear modeling technique uses neural networks that are capable of modeling extremely complex functional relationships. Neural networks use modeling after the (hypothesized) processes of learning in the cognitive system and the neurological functions of the brain and are capable of predicting new observations from other observations after executing a process of so-called learning from existing data. Many different types of neural network architectures have been developed over the decades with various “training” algorithms [9]. The goodness of the obtained QSPR/QSAR equations can be evaluated and compared by various statistical parameters [10].

All predictive models require validation in order to determine their reliability. Several procedures exist to provide some estimate of how well the model can predict property for new molecules [11].

An important part of model development is the so-called feature selection — QSPR/QSAR models must be reduced to a set of descriptors which is as information rich but as small as possible. Often, models with too many variables lead to bad predictions because of overfitting. Several heuristic strategies are available for descriptor selection in the effective search of the best (most informative) multiparameter correlations in the large space of the natural descriptors.

3.2. Workflows and tools

The predefined workflows in CancerGrid address three main tasks in QSAR modelling: descriptor calculation, model development and property prediction.

3.2.1. Descriptor calculation

The calculation of descriptors in CancerGrid is carried out in a workflow, which involves multiple pre-processing steps. The conformer generation task is required for the calculation of various molecular descriptors that require 3D molecular geometry. In addition, the semi-empirical quantum chemical calculation task is required for the calculation of quantum-chemical descriptors. The quantum chemical calculation itself requires the 3D coordinates of a molecule on the input. For each input structure, the descriptor calculation workflow (see Fig. 4) produces one or more 3D structures and their respective descriptor values. Conformer generation, quantum chemical calculations and descriptor calculations can be easily parallelized for large structure sets by running them over a grid of computing nodes.

Presently, the command line tool MDC based on the Codessa PRO [12] code has been integrated for the calculation of molecular descriptors. The CMol3D inhouse software has been integrated for the 2D to 3D conversion and conformer generation and the public domain program MOPAC 6 [8] has been integrated for the semi-empirical molecular descriptor calculation. All the software modules are available for both Windows and Linux platforms.

The CMol3D program has been developed for 2D to 3D conversion and conformational search. Random conformations are constructed by means of Stochastic Proximity Embedding algorithm [13] followed by optimization based on MMFF94s force field [14] to improve their quality. Conformational search in CMol3D aims to find a set of low energy conformers and is based on the state of the art algorithm combining the tactics of low-mode search [15], usage-directed Monte-Carlo search [16], “basin hopping” [17], and “reservoir filling” [18]. CMol3D supports Mol files as input, Mol files as output for 2D to 3D conversion, and structure-data (SD) files as output for conformational search.

MOPAC is a general-purpose semiempirical quantum mechanics package for the study of chemical properties and reactions in gas, solution or solid-state. To simplify MOPAC usage and grid integration, a wrapper has been created that forms MOPAC input file from Mol file and deletes temporary files after the calculation is complete.

MDC reads file with a 3D geometry in the Mol format, optionally the MOPAC output file for quantum chemical descriptor calculation and the MOPAC output file for thermodynamic descriptor calculation, calculates the descriptors and saves their values as a text file. MDC supports Mol files and optionally Mopac output files as input and produces a single text file for each molecule containing tab separated descriptor name and value in each line. A helper tool for file conversion has also been implemented to support file format conversions between different applications in the workflows.

3.2.2. Model development

Model development workflow (see Fig. 5) in the CancerGrid system begins with matrix forming step that is carried out with a special command line tool FMT. Model development is performed by the command line tool MDA. Both of these software modules are based on the code of Codessa PRO [12] and available for Windows and Linux platform.

The FMT command line tool has been developed for matrix forming, one-dimensional statistical analysis of descriptors/properties, elimination of variables based on their variance and missing data deletion or substitution. There are three types of input files for FMT containing descriptor values, property values and optional energy values for Boltzmann averaging, respectively. Missing data treatment in the matrix can be performed according to one of the following standard choices commonly used in preliminary data analysis for model development:

- Descriptor-wise (column-wise) deletion.
- Structure-wise (row-wise) deletion.
- Substitution of missing value by the mean value of available values.
- Substitution of missing value by zero.

In addition, descriptors with variances less than a predefined limit will be deleted from the matrix and one-dimensional statistical analysis of the property and descriptors is performed. When multiple values of the same descriptor are provided for a single compound as in the case of 3D descriptors calculated for multiple conformers, FMT saves the averaged or Boltzmann averaged descriptor values in the matrix.

MDA is a general command line tool for QSPR/QSAR model development that takes the matrix of descriptor and property values for the training set compounds as its input and produces one
or more models. Another use of MDA is property prediction given the model and descriptor values. The type of the model(s) and the algorithm by which they are developed depend on parameter settings. Currently supported model types include ordinary least squares, principal component (PCR) and partial least squares (PLS) regressions. For the ordinary least squares model type, the user can select between the single model development with all the descriptors in the matrix and best multilinear regression (BMLR) which is a heuristic strategy for descriptor selection in the effective search of the best (most informative) multiparameter correlations in the large descriptor space. MDA supports input matrices in the form of tab-separated text files and generated models are saved in a single model file with a custom XML based format.

3.2.3. Property prediction

Property prediction workflow (see Fig. 6) in the CancerGrid system is suitable for in silico screening of molecular databases or virtual libraries. It consists of the same descriptor calculation steps as in descriptor calculation workflow, forming one-row matrices for each compound using FMT and prediction of property values with MDA configured to run in the property prediction mode. The matrix forming step is configured similarly as in the previously described model building workflow except that it is run once for each compound without adding experimental property values to the matrix. MDA in the property prediction mode takes a model file and a matrix with descriptor values calculated for the given compound and outputs the predicted property value as a text file.

4. CCS science gateway

The CCS Science Gateway is based on the WS-PGRADE portal and the gUSE (grid User Support Environment) high level grid middleware service layer. WS-PGRADE portal is actually one of the gUSE services. WS-PGRADE and gUSE together provide a complex workflow development and execution environment for various grid systems including SZDG. It is deployed on a central server, where the SZDG server is also installed in order to coordinate the execution of the high number of jobs required by the CCS user. The CCS Science Gateway supports two main usage scenarios or views like browsing molecules and executing workflows (see Fig. 1).

The main goal of molecule browsing is to compose the set of molecules for which a certain workflow should be executed. For molecule browsing the user is provided with a user interface where the different chemical elements (molecules, compounds, properties, etc.) can be accessed. These elements are stored in the molecule database and organized into lists. The user can perform various activities on the lists, for example view, build, modify, etc. as described in Section 2.2. The elements of the lists can also be inspected one by one if required. Different properties or even 2D or 3D visualization of the molecules can be displayed (see the structure viewer in Fig. 7). When a molecule list is composed a predefined workflow can be assigned to it in order to perform a predefined calculation on its elements.

Each workflow is built by the combination of database read–write activities, data converters and chemical software tools. Typical workflow starts with a database read component which results in storing a file containing the molecules to be processed. Then a converter splits the file into as many pieces as many molecules are stored in it. The converted files – storing one molecule in each – are then usually processed by a chemical software tool. After a result returns conversion or different chemical software tools are performed again depending on the function of the workflow. Predefined chemical workflows are listed in Section 3. For each such chemical workflow a WS-PGRADE
The performance of the current CCS has been inspected through the 3G Bridge that is running on the SZDG server. The SZDG server is the central component of the desktop grid storing and coordinating the completion of the workunits. A workunit (WU) represents one piece of work (application, arguments, input files) to be executed by an SZDG client, which poll the server from time to time for work based on user preferences and the server assigns the appropriate amount of work to the client. The client gets the description of a WU and downloads all the necessary (input) files, where executables are downloaded only once for an application referred by the WUs. The SZDG client takes care of scheduling the execution of the WUs on the desktop machine in a way to meet the deadlines of each downloaded WU. When the server detects that the deadline for a WU is missed, the server assigns the WU to another client for execution.

The performance of the current CCS has been inspected through the 3G Bridge that is running on the SZDG server. The SZDG server is the central component of the desktop grid storing and coordinating the completion of the workunits. A workunit (WU) represents one piece of work (application, arguments, input files) to be executed by an SZDG client, which poll the server from time to time for work based on user preferences and the server assigns the appropriate amount of work to the client. The client gets the description of a WU and downloads all the necessary (input) files, where executables are downloaded only once for an application referred by the WUs. The SZDG client takes care of scheduling the execution of the WUs on the desktop machine in a way to meet the deadlines of each downloaded WU. When the server detects that the deadline for a WU is missed, the server assigns the WU to another client for execution.

The application binary package also contains the GenWrapper tool [19] (part of the SZDG package), which is a shell interpreter in order to ease the porting of the application binary under SZDG and to enable multiple jobs to be inserted into one WU (if necessary) to increase granularity. GenWrapper executes a predefined shell script which defines things to perform and (if necessary) to increase granularity. GenWrapper takes care of the communication on behalf of the applications. An example GenWrapper script implementing the execution and preparation of output files to demonstrate how these scripts are implemented can be found in the next block of code:

```bash
while [ -e "$SD_FILE_INDEX.$SINDEX.mol" ]
  do
    echo "Associating FILE ID($SD_FILE_INDEX.$SINDEX) to OUTPUT INDEX($DINDEX)."
    tar cvf "$OUTZIPPREFIX$DINDEX" "$SD_FILE_INDEX.$SINDEX.mol"
    DINDEX='expr $DINDEX + 1'
    SINDEX='expr $SINDEX + 1'
  done

whenaworkunitissuccessfullycompleted,theresultis uploadedandreportedtotheSZDGserver.Whenthe3GBridge detects the completion, the result files are uploaded to the CCS science gateway and the workunits are removed from SZDG. Temporary files of the workflow are stored under the gUSE storage while final or permanent results are written back to the molecule database in order to let the user inspect them.

As a summary a typical usage scenario happens in the following way: A user first logs into the portal and goes to the molecule database browser. In that browser, lists of molecules are shown which can be manipulated by the user. When a list of molecules is prepared the user downloads a predefined workflow from the repository, assigns the molecule list to the workflow and configures the parameters of the various chemical tools. A configured workflow is then submitted and its status can be monitored. Results are inserted into the molecule database that can be inspected with the same molecule database browser.

5. Optimisation

Since the number of generated jobs scales over millions (where jobs executed in the grid can be a few hundreds of thousands at a time), the portal requires a grid that is able to handle large amounts of jobs. Based on our experiences, desktop type grids are more appropriate for a large number of parameter study applications and it is much easier to be built by a community, like chemists, than building a service grid (e.g. glite) requiring IT specialists. Moreover, desktop grid systems have thousands of resources with millions of jobs scale much better on the number of clients and also on the number of jobs.

When having a large number of jobs to execute and a powerful desktop grid, the throughput of the scientific gateway becomes a significant factor. During the development the efficiency of the workflow interpreter, portal storage and the submitter (that delivers the jobs to the grid) was a crucial point. Technical details about the internal structure of the gUSE components are out of scope of this paper, but the lessons we learnt from the CCS is that the throughput is very sensitive to the strategy of handling this enormous number of jobs.
activities (dependence checking, scheduling, etc.), all preparation (e.g. staging i/o files) and submission for each job. The overall performance of our desktop grid system containing about 200 (dedicated and non-dedicated) cores as an initial setup was enough to reach this limit.

The SZDG monitor attached to CCS has been used to observe the working characteristics and load of the desktop grid client machines and the server itself. Fig. 8 shows a snapshot of the SZDG monitor applied for the CCS. There are two measurements displayed on this diagram, where the horizontal axis shows a time scale while the vertical axis denotes the number of workunits. The first display that has a saw-like shape shows the sum of unsent plus in progress workunits i.e. the total number of workunits that are still to be processed by the desktop clients. The second measurement – which is almost equivalent with the horizontal axis – denotes the workunits being processed by the clients. This line shows the number of workunits during the time of computation for four big (~110–130 K) molecule sets.

On this diagram, the vertical scaling is automatic and linear, therefore the workunits being processed (< 1 K) is shown as almost zero compared to the total number of workunits (~ 130 K).

During fine tuning of the CCS, we discovered that the overall performance of the desktop grid clients attached to the CCS is sometimes significantly less than the aggregated performance of the individual clients. We have analyzed the system and it turned out that for different reasons under- or over-utilization occurs sometimes in the different scheduling components (gUSE, BOINC server, BOINC client) in the system.

In BOINC when the server runs out of workunits, the clients go to sleep, i.e. communication to the project is deferred, where deferment is exponentially larger with each failed attempt for workunit fetch, however the maximum deferment time is 24 h. When a chemist submits a workflow, it might happen that he/she will detect no progress at all for a long time due to the deferment period of the clients. To shorten the reaction (i.e. the deferment period) of the clients we used the “(next_rpc_delay )”/max_wus_in_progress “server side configuration parameter. This parameter tells the client to perform the next communication with the server within X seconds regardless of whether it needs work or not. Setting this parameter to e.g. between 60 and 180 s the desktop grid clients will react rapidly when a set of new workunit appears on the server after a long period of inactivity. Notice that this type of problem typically does not appear in a volunteer BOINC project where there are always available workunits to be processed. However, in a private desktop grid this situation of lacking workunits can be quite frequent.) Since the communication of the clients are randomly initiated between the defined period, the operator must fine tune this parameter considering the size of the pool. The more clients are connected to the server, the more chance the server has for new work distribution therefore the bigger maximum deferment period can be allowed for the clients. Another aspect to be considered is how quickly the operator would like to achieve the maximum performance of the overall desktop grid. This is something the X value also defines implicitly i.e. this parameter makes sure that within X s all clients will start processing the workunits.

In BOINC, generating a new workunit includes the definition of the computational requirement (in FLOPS) as well. In CCS there are several chemist type applications from which Cmol3d and Mopac can be parameterised to provide execution time between an extreme range (e.g. from 30 s to an hour). Since, the definition of the execution time cannot be automatically calculated based on the parameters, because there is no exact algorithm for it, we configured a fixed FLOP value representing about an hour-like calculation on an average PC.

Even under these circumstances, we experienced that some PCs download a huge number (~100) of workunits. The reason was that the desktop grid clients try to fetch an amount of work from the server which is enough even for a whole week, or so and the clients try to keep this amount of work on their side continuously. If some PC behaves like that, some other clients in the desktop grid became empty which slows down the progress of the corresponding workflow in the CCS portal. This is a load-balancing problem. To avoid the situation when some clients aggregate a big amount of workunits, we introduced a server side configuration parameter called \( \text{max}_\text{wus}_\text{in}_\text{progress} \) \( \text{N}/\text{max}_\text{wus}_\text{in}_\text{progress} \). Adding this parameter to the project configuration, the server does not allow the clients to download more than N pieces of workunits. In our system we set the N to values between 2 and 10, which solved the load-balancing problem. However, we experienced that decreasing this value caused an increase in the network traffic by 5%–10% approximately, due to more often communication by clients, but this traffic did not cause any problem in our configuration.

The current CCS infrastructure is built by approximately 200 cores offered by the consortium members of the project. This grid is non-public in order to keep the various data and results confidential. The latest usage shows that the CCS science gateway is mostly used for descriptor calculation and virtual screening where the latter one is the combination of descriptor calculation and property prediction. During our measurements we estimated the processing power of the CCS to perform 100,000 compounds per day for screening. This amount of work would take more than half a year for a standard PC. Taking into account that the resources are heterogeneous concerning their performance, i.e., there are slow, medium speed and fast PCs attached, the performance is very
good: the speedup is \( \sim 180 \) compared to the 200 cores. However, the overall performance might change in time, since about 20\% of the PCs were not dedicated (some institutes from the consortium attached their colleagues' PCs and notebooks as well).

We have also performed some measurements to compare the efficiency of our desktop grid and a Condor cluster by processing the same set of molecules on both systems. For both systems, we calculated the “molecules per node per hour” values and we found that the difference is less than 10\% for the advantage of the cluster. After further analysis, we found that this difference is very sensitive for the amount of molecules on which we perform the measurement since the desktop grid suffers from head and tail effects. There is a transition period until the desktop grid system reaches its full performance at the start of the computation and there is also a transition period from the time the first PC becomes empty until the time the last result arrives back to the server. Altogether, we found that the overall efficiency of the desktop grid is very close to a cluster and the bigger amount of workunits we process the smaller difference in efficiency they have. A detailed comparison of BOINC and Condor can be found in [1].

As a summary we can say that due to the introduction of the new BOINC configuration parameters “next_rpc_delay” and “max_wus_in_progress” we were able to make the whole private BOINC system react nearly as quickly as a managed cluster. The advantage of the private BOINC desktop grid compared to the managed cluster is that the BOINC system is much less expensive in terms of investment and maintenance costs. Moreover, with this fine tuning, the BOINC system was able to significantly decrease the impact of the well-known tail effect (when a small portion e.g. 10\% of a set of submitted workunits is delayed by time comparable to the time required to finish the rest e.g. 90\% of workunits). Based on our experiences we can say that tail effect turns only up when there are a number of workunits having faulty molecules as input and the retry function generates the tail effect as it can be seen at the end of the third execution plot in Fig. 8.

Interested readers can find more useful parameters (including the ones mentioned above) for fine tuning BOINC projects on the BOINC Wiki page [20].

6. Related work

Khadka et al. [21] developed a cyber infrastructure that provides an easy-to-use online web portal to VENUS, a popular chemical dynamics simulation program package, to allow people to submit simulation jobs that will be executed computational resources constituting a grid environment. One of the interesting features of the portal is to provide animation of the results for chemical dynamics simulation which can be seen without the need of any additional tool to be installed on the users' machine. This work and the paper itself focuses on the internals of the web portal, therefore the cluster or grid itself are not detailed.

The ProSim [22] (Protein Molecule Simulation on the Grid) project has successfully created a grid based parameter sweep workflow using the WS P-GRade portal. The workflow realises a complex user scenario. Firstly, the receptor protein and the glycan are modelled separately and energy minimised with the help of the Gromacs molecular dynamics software. In phase 3, the putative active binding sites involved in the recognition need to be identified using a docking simulation software, such as AutoDock. Finally, molecular dynamics simulations are applied again to dissect the mechanism of recognition (phase 4). This system shows another utilisation of the WS-PGRade portal on top of the UK NGS and EGEE grids.

The OpenMolGrid [23] system has a similar goal as the CancerGrid system by providing workflow creation and execution on a grid system performing various chemical computations. Both systems have the advantage of providing an easy-to-use web interface for the chemist users and a set of tools to be used by the preconstructed workflows. However, OpenMolGrid works based on Unicore grid system which is a kind of service grid.

The WISDOM project [24] is an international initiative to enable a virtual screening pipeline on a grid infrastructure. WISDOM was the first large scale in silico docking experiment on public grid infrastructure. The project has developed its own meta-middleware that utilises the EGEE production infrastructure, and is capable of submitting and executing very large number of jobs on EGEE resources. Although the WISDOM production environment is capable of submitting any kind of application, the flagship application of the project is AutoDock.

The Nimrod [25] toolkit offers the utilization of computational grids for this kind of research by hiding the complex grid middleware, automating job distribution, and providing easy-to-use user interfaces. The system supports molecular modelling, protein–ligand docking and a high-throughput workflow infrastructure for computational chemistry. Nimrod also supports argument sweep applications and databases similar to CancerGrid, however the underlying grid middleware is Globus. Workflow execution is not supported by Nimrod itself, but Nimrod has been plugged into various workflow systems like Kepler [26] as a job executor.

Basically, there are two wide-spread approaches can be distinguished: the first is to provide a scientist-friendly environment where the computation is mainly performed on gLite, Globus, Unicore or other service grids. These systems listed above are comfortable for the users, but are weak when related to scalabilities. The other approach is to create a public BOINC project to handle thousands or millions of volunteer resources, but is weak related to the user interface for scientific users (and not for those who contribute with resources), who would like to create, deploy and execute their tasks or workflows and would like high-level handling or visualisation of their data. The infrastructure behind CancerGrid system combines these two approaches in a way that beyond customisable high-level interface for the scientists it lean on BOINC which handles the volunteer resources. However, the CancerGrid system as an example introduces an institutional (non-public) BOINC project as the underlying Grid, which means resources can be considered as trustable ones. An extension towards including non-trustable resources would not cause any problem for BOINC and the CancerGrid system.

7. Conclusion

Chemistry is one of the scientific fields which can utilise huge amounts of computational resources by performing various kinds of chemical computations on molecules. The aim of the CCS infrastructure was to serve the chemists in the CancerGrid project with computational resources – for processing their molecules – together with an easy-to-use, high-level web-based scientific gateway.

In the CCS scientific gateway we integrated a database for handling chemical components with browsing, visualisation and manipulation functionalities. In order to perform various complex computations on these chemical components, we developed chemist workflows like descriptor calculations, property prediction, etc. These predefined workflows can be instantiated from a repository, parameterised, submitted for processing and inspected through the various views of the CCS scientific gateway.

In the CCS infrastructure the processing is performed by a private desktop grid with 200 cores. The desktop grid is based on BOINC and it is fine tuned through server side configuration parameters in a way to make it as similar as possible to a cluster in terms of performance, efficiency and reaction time. CCS is one
of the first infrastructure where the grid infrastructure – providing the computational resources – is based on a private BOINC Desktop Grid.

As a result, we developed a complex CCS system for chemists based on the gUSE web-based portal and the BOINC-based SZTAKI Desktop Grid system. The CCS infrastructure is operated and actively used by the CancerGrid consortium to help the expert chemists finding new anti-cancer related drugs. A public report about the work performed by the CancerGrid consortium can be found in [27]. CCS is continuously improved based on the users’ feedbacks.

The CCS has some advantages compared to other similar solutions like it is scalable, easily maintainable, it can provide extremely huge computing power, it can be private or public and can be tailored to the needs of any community. By changing the set of workflows, applications underneath and input sources, the CCS infrastructure could easily serve communities from any other scientific areas.
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